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Abstract� An accurate localization system �Carrier Phase di�erential GPS receiver�
allows the design and implementation of an absolute vehicle guidance system� The
preliminary work� presented in this paper� was aimed at validating the use of one GPS
receiver in a vehicle guidance system� without any orientation sensor� We designed
and implemented a non linear control law to perform a line�following task� Real�time
experiments have been carried out on a combine harvester�
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�� INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMATIC FARM
VEHICLE GUIDANCE

Most of the agricultural tasks rely on an accurate
vehicle guidance� from the seeding to the harvest�
ing of large areas� The driver �a human being� si�
multaneously trims various implements according
to many factors �crop density� humidity����

The need for automatic vehicle guidance systems
seems obvious on a harvester� the driver would
only have to �nely tune di�erent functions of the
machine� The guidance system would achieve a
very accurate positioning� thus insuring neither
overlapping nor missing areas� Another �eld of
interest for such a system would be the precise
positioning of fertilizers on crops� Many situations
could be reported� Most of them could be classi�
�ed as two categories�
The �rst one is a 	previously�recorded	 path�
following task� The implement or machine must
follow a previously recorded three dimensional
trajectory�
In the second one� the implement or machine must

follow a new curve� This new reference is com�
puted from the last passage plus an o�set �the tool
length for instance�� We could also mention new
possibilities� such as optimal attack point search�
or automatic half�turn for driver assistance�

A recent technological development allows accu�
rate three dimensional �
D� positioning of the
vehicle in a �eld without the need for buried
cables� �eld�installed beacons or video sensors� the
Global Positioning Systems �GPS�� Today� �ow
control devices are coupled to a GPS to produce
a yield map� It allows farmers to adjust seed�
pesticide� and fertilizer to each �eld location� This
sensor also allows the design and implementation
of an absolute vehicle guidance system with the
availability of a very accurate positioning system
�about one centimeter standard deviation from
the mean�� This technology can be used in special
operations� in which the vision system is unable to
proceed� for instance� in a spraying or fertilizing
operation with no visible markers such as boom
wheel tracks or foam marks� Researches have been



carried out in this area� using �ber optic gyro�
scopes �FOG� and GPS ��� Promising results have
been reported where an 	 all�GPS 	 solution has
been preferred ����

First of all� we will describe the information re�
quired to achieve line following control of a farm
vehicle� We will then focus on GPS receivers� and
will relate their performances to the control task�
After introducing with the kinematic model of the
harvester� a non linear control law will be derived�
And last� we will discuss the control results gath�
ered during the �rst experiments carried out on
the harvester�

�� GPS CONTROL OF FARM VEHICLES�

��� Overview of the control system

One can describe the pose of the vehicle by its
position and its orientation� This means a six
dimensional vector �a 
D position and a 
D ori�
entation both lead to three dimensional vectors��
A general purpose farm vehicle guidance system
would thus be aimed at controlling the vehicle
with respect to this reference� We plan to develop
a 
D control law in near future� But� in the scope
of this paper� we will only consider the case of
a two dimensional world� In the sequel� we will
describe the position of the farm vehicle by its
two coordinates in a horizontal plane� The only
attitude parameter will be the heading of the
farm vehicle� Further description of the vehicle
modeling will be presented in the following sec�
tions� The purpose of any closed�loop system is to
ensure convergence of one or more parameters� In
our case� a path following problem� the reference
path is a straight line� The frame �W�Zw� Xw�

T

has been chosen so that the reference is the axis
�W�Zw��

Figure �� purpose of the vehicle guidance system

The closed�loop system we have developed is
therefore aimed at zeroing both the lateral devia�
tion �x� and the heading ��� �see Figure ��� Now�
let us consider the physical information needed to
proceed�

First of all� one needs the equations of the refer�
ence path� This information is up to the user� It
can either be a straight line on a map �our current
choice� or a curved path following the border of

a �eld� The accurate position of the vehicle �of
a point of the vehicle� is the second information�
And last� the servoing scheme makes use of the
orientation of the vehicle� the heading previously
mentioned�
We are going to present the sensor we have cho�
sen� and explain how we can derive all these in�
formation using the GPS receiver as the only �

exteroceptive sensor�

��� GPS receiver as the main sensor


A brief explanation of the Global Positioning
System ��� will lead us to choose the so�called
Real�Time Kinematic system �RTK�� GPS is the
acronym for Global Positioning System� It is an
American� military localization and time�transfer
system� It relies upon a constellation of twenty�
four satellites orbiting the Earth� The three di�
mensional position of an antenna can be estimated
thanks to range measurements from satellites si�
multaneously in view� The accuracy a civil user
can expect is about one hundred meters� due to
the Department of Defense �DOD� degradation
of the civilian ranging signal� Three satellites are
needed to solve for equations and get a 
D po�
sition� As the local clock o�set of the receiver
is usually unknown� a fourth satellite is required
to determine this parameter� In order to lower
the standard deviation from the mean of the 
D
estimated position� one can use two receivers and
di�erential measurements� The �rst receiver is the
reference station �often called base station� �Fig�
ure ���

Figure �� di�erential GPS

It is either located on Earth at a known location
or on a geostationary satellite� The moving unit
corrects its own estimated position using updated
information from the base station� The average
standard deviation from the mean for such a sys�
tem is about one meter� The accuracy of di�eren�
tial GPS is su�cient for most agricultural map�
ping applications ���� And nowadays� many farm

� A proprioceptive one is used in the wheels servoing loop�



vehicles are shipped with embedded di�erential
GPS receivers that record yield maps�

Although both systems �absolute GPS and dif�
ferential GPS� use ranging signals from satellites�
another kind of information can be used to in�
crease localization precision� Di�erential receivers
can also take into account for the phase of the
received signal� thus allowing a one centimeter
di�erential positioning� As these receivers work in
real�time �for instance� at �� Hz� with a relatively
low latency �about ��� s�� their use in real�time
control of farm vehicles is possible� Various imple�
mentations of tractor guidance system have been
presented in the last years� some relying upon
Fiber Optic Gyroscope �FOG� ��� for orientation
estimation� other on GPS�based attitude deter�
mination systems � �
�� We have chosen to use a
single GPS to perform closed�loop control of the
farm vehicle� Thus� the only information available
from the receiver are �

� the 
D position of the antenna
� the 
D velocity vector of the antenna

Thanks to the latter information and an hypoth�
esis on the movement� one can estimate a raw
global orientation of the vehicle� or an orientation
relative to the reference path� The reference used
in our system is a straight line de�ned in the
Lambert II reference coordinates system� Lambert
is the French geographic reference coordinates sys�
tem�

We have designed a control law based upon the
kinematic model of the harvester� We are �rst
going to give some results about this kinematic
model� And then we will introduce the choices we
made to derive the control law�


� NON LINEAR CONTROL LAW DESIGN�


�� Kinematic model of the harvester


We used the kinematic model of the harvester�
From a practical point of view� the harvester can
be considered as a rear wheel bicycle model� The
theoretical description can be found in ���� The
con�guration of the harvester can be described
without ambiguity by the triplet X � �z� x� ��T �
with �

� �z� x� � coordinates of the vehicle front axle
center �denoted as O on Figure 
� in the
reference frame �W�Zw� Xw��

� � � vehicle heading� More precisely� � is
de�ned as the orientation of the vehicle axle
with respect to �W�Zw�� see also Figure 
�

� using several GPS antennas�

Two control variables are available� namely U �
�v� ��T � with �

� v � linear velocity at point O �the control
variable is actually the rotation velocity of
the front wheels� from which the value of v
can be inferred��

� � � orientation of the rear wheels �assumed to
be superposed� see Figure 
��

The vehicle kinematic equations are derived ac�
cording to two assumptions� pure rolling � non�
slipping assumptions� and rigid body assump�
tions� The former imposes that the linear velocity
vector at point O is directed along the vehicle axle�
The latter implies that an instantaneous rotation
center exists �ICR�� Combining these two results�
we infer that it is located on the wheels axle�
When the vehicle movement is a translation� this
ICR moves towards in�nity�

Figure 
� kinematic model of the harverster

One can now derive the kinematic equations of
the harvester� One can notice that the kinematic
model of the harvester is clearly non linear ����

��
�z � v cos�
�x � v sin�

�� � �
v tan �

L

���


�� Non linear control law


The objective of the control law we designed is
to achieve path following under the simplifying
assumption� the harvester linear velocity v is as�
sumed to be constant� and the reference path is a
straight line� as stated above�
These assumptions are those of our very �rst ex�
periments� as reported in the next section� Never�
theless� the design of the control law is based upon
general results in Automatics� namely chained
systems theory� see for instance ���� So� one can
extend the control law presented in this paper to
more general path following problem�

Control laws could be derived from �rst order
development of the kinematic model equations�
The non linear model is then approximated by



a linear one� and the linear systems theory can be
used to design the control law� This is the tangent
linearization approach� Nevertheless� since this
control law is derived from an approximation of
the system equations� it is therefore valid only lo�
cally around the con�guration chosen to perform
linearization� As� in our case� the initial conditions
may be far away from the reference path� tangent
linearization cannot be used�

Recent researches deal with obtaining �if possible�
state and control variables changes which convert
without any approximation non linear systems
into linear ones �exact linearization approach��
Unfortunately� mobile robots cannot be exactly
linearized ����� However� it has been proved that
one can convert these non linear systems in almost
linear systems� termed as chained form� We have
used this chained form as it allows us to design the
control law using� for a large part� linear systems
theory� The harvester model ��� can be converted
into chained form using the following state di�eo�
morphism and change of control variables �

Y �

�
� y�
y�
y�

�
A���X� �

�
� z

x

tan�

�
A ���

W �

�
w�
w�

�
���U� �

�
� v cos�

�
�

L cos� �
v tan �

�
A�
�

These transformations are invertible as long as
v �� �� The harvester chained model writes then
as � ��

�
�y� � w�
�y� � y� w�
�y� � w�

��

In order to get a velocity independent control
law� one can replace the time derivative in ��
by a derivation with respect to z� the curvilinear
abscissa along �W�Zw�� The normalized model
looks like ���

�
y�� � �
y�� � y�
y�� � w� with w� �

w�

w�

���

The lower part of model ��� is completely linear�
so it can be brought to zero using the following
control law �

w� � �Kdy� �Kpy� �Kp�Kd� � R
�� ���

One can check� reporting ��� in ���� that one has �

y��� �Kdy
�

� �Kpy� � � ���

which implies that both x and � converge to zero�
As the above error dynamics is expressed with
respect to z� the resulting trajectories are velocity

independent� Reporting ��� in �
�� the real control
is �

� � arctan��Kdtan��Kpx�L cos� �� ���

Unfortunately� this control law did not prevent
from actuator saturation� We have therefore sat�
urated w� �and thus �� using a sigmoid� The
stability is preserved ���� The new expression of
the control law is�

��x� �� � arctan

	
KL cos� � ��e

�k�Kd tan ��Kp x�

��e
�k�Kd tan ��Kp x�



���

This control law can be saturated to any arbitrary
�max by tuning K�

� FIRST RESULTS�

�� Real�time implementation of the control law
on a harvester


GPS receiver� All the trials have been carried
out with a Dassault�Sercel� dual�frequency Aquar�
ius ���� system� This is a real�time kinematic
carrier�phase di�erential GPS� Its short initializa�
tion time �lower than 
� seconds�� its high perfor�
mance radio link� allow its use in agricultural vehi�
cles� The system produces measurements at �� Hz�
It also computes the 
D velocity vector thanks to
Doppler measurements on both GPS frequencies�
The reference station transmits di�erential correc�
tions every second� The modulation relies upon a
Gaussian Mean Shift Keying �GMSK� and the bit
rate is ��� bits�s�

Hardware controller� The control law is im�
plemented on a laptop personal computer �PC���
Three dimensional positions and velocities are
received through a serial port ����� baud�� The
computer performs various tasks �

� coordinates transformation �WGS�� to Lam�
bert II��

� orientation estimation�
� lateral deviation computation�
� control reckoning of the rear wheels angle�

The latter is then transmitted on a serial link
to the second computer �PC�� �Figure �� This
hardware �based upon a �� microprocessor� is
totally devoted to the wheels servoing task� The
steering valves are controlled thanks to a Pulse
Width Modulation �PWM� signal�

Figure � harvester guidance controller



From a control point of view� the whole system is
described below �Figure ���

Figure �� harvester closed�loop system

This system has been implemented and success�
fully tested on a CLAAS Dominator harvester�

�� Experimental results


Experiments have been carried out on a �at
ground� The reference was a straight line� Its ge�
ometrical parameters were previously determined
using the same GPS�
The vehicle velocity has been set to a constant
value of � km�h� Once the nominal velocity was
reached� the GPS�based controller was switched
on� Many tests have been performed� always pro�
ducing the same kind of results� One example
is presented below �Figure ��� The upper curve
shows the lateral deviation from the reference
path versus time� The lower one plots the esti�
mated orientation as computed from speed data�
and as used by the controller� One can notice that
this orientation is corrupted by noise���
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Figure �� experimental results on the combine
harvester

�� DISCUSSION�

First of all� data measured by the GPS receiver are
the 
D position and velocity of the antenna� The
velocity vector is quite noisy� Moreover� although
the phase center of the antenna and the control
point of the harvester are on the same vertical
line� their altitudes are di�erent �Figure ���

GPS antenna

Vehicle control pointh
e
ig

h
t

roll

Figure �� roll e�ect on the antenna position

A small roll variation produces relatively impor�
tant velocity and position changes� For the time
being� the attitude algorithm does not take into
account for this behavior� A thorough study � a
statistical and frequency analysis of these vectors
� and digital signal processing may reduce this
unwanted �noise��

Although the lateral deviation decreases� a bias
still remains �less than �� cm�� This bias could
be explained in a di�erent way� As described
earlier �Figure �� the control system relies upon
two closed�loops� The second one �performing the
wheel servoing task� has to be �nely tuned� Once
this setup operation has been realized� a zero con�
trol input produces a zero heading ������ A small
o�set in this loop along with a zero input �con�
trol��� results in a bias in the complete closed�
loop system �� �� ��� During the experiments�
the inner closed�loop tuning may have drift� which
may explain that a biais still remains in the rear
wheels servoing system� We are now working on
the automatic tuning of the inner closed loop�

We previously mentioned our general objective�
the control of farm vehicles on an irregular
ground� One can think about a more general ap�
proach� based upon 
D information instead of a
�D position� New di�culties appear� for instance�
one need to accurately de�ne a 
D reference on
a 
D ground� This leads to the availability of a
three dimensional map of the �eld�
We tried to produce such 
D maps� thanks to
the same GPS receiver� The embedded system�
made of a computer and a GPS unit� was set
up so as to record the raw positions of the an�
tenna� One can notice that this data recording can
be automatically handled by the software� while
the vehicle performs agricultural tasks� Moreover�
such an approach updates the 
D points� which is
an important feature for precision agriculture�
The harvester swept the �eld many times under
various conditions �

� weather
� GPS constellation

The raw data allow sequential access to the
�x� y� z�T triplets� These information have been
resampled at a constant stride to ease random
retrieving of the height in an application� for
any �x� y� coordinates� Under the hypothesis of



smooth height changes� one can infer an estimated
elevation map without roll measurements� An ex�
ample of a rough elevation map� produced thanks
to the resampled data� is shown below�Figure ���
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Figure �� Elevation map of the �eld

We plan to use such data to simulate a new ser�
voing algorithm� using these �real world� informa�
tion�

�� CONCLUSION

The aim of this paper was to study and to imple�
ment a GPS�based farm vehicle controller� with�
out any orientation sensor� A non linear control
law has been developed using the kinematic model
of the harvester� This control has been imple�
mented and tested in real�time on a harvester� The
very �rst tests have been conducted on this system
on a �at ground� producing promising results� if
not perfect ones� Further research has to be done�
One can mention digital signal processing of the
raw estimated orientation� An extension of the
control law to a curved path is also under develop�
ment� Moreover� we plan to modify the control law
to perform servoing tasks on an irregular ground
�a 
D world��
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